Man-made Earthquakes & Multifractals in Neutral Fluid Turbulence/Injection

WH- MAKSOED, Prodi of Physics UI, Depok 16424- INDONESIA — Man-made earthquakes coincides with induced seismicity:”typically minor earthquakes & tremors that are caused by human activity that alters the stresses & Strains on the earth crust”[Wikipedia:”induced seismicity”]. For these, RD Andrews wrote:”Based on observed seismicity rate & geographical trends following major oil & gas plays with large amounts of produced water, the rates & trends in seismicity are very unlikely to represent a naturally occurring process”. “The Prague, Oklahoma, earthquake sequence of 2011, along the Wilzetta faults zone, included the significant foreshock, a main shock of magnetic 5.7, it has been suggested that this sequence represent earthquakes triggered by fluid injection/natural fluid turbulence shows multifractal characteristics , of [405 ]-325-7968 of Dr. G. Randy Keller to UI tuitions of @ Rp. 29, 405, 000.00.
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